
PILOTS TO THE RESCUE 
 

Shelter/Foster Liability Waiver 
 

SHELTER/FOSTER INFORMATION 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
Contact Name: ___________________________________________________________ 
Phone: _________________________________________________________________ 
Alt. Phone: ______________________________________________________________ 
Email: __________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ________________________________________________________________ 
Emergency Contact: _______________________________________________________ 
Any additional preferences/restrictions: _______________________________________ 
Name of Person delivering animal for transport: _________________________________ 
 
 
VETERINARIAN INFORMATION FOR TRANSPORT ANIMAL 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
Organization: ____________________________________________________________ 
Phone: _________________________________________________________________ 
Alternate Phone: _________________________________________________________ 
Email: _________________________________________________________________ 
Address: _______________________________________________________________ 
Alternate Contact Name/Phone: _____________________________________________ 
 
 
RECEIVER INFORMATION 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
Contact Name: ___________________________________________________________ 
Phone: _________________________________________________________________ 
Alt. Phone: ______________________________________________________________ 
Email: __________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ________________________________________________________________ 
Emergency Contact: _______________________________________________________ 
Any additional preferences/restrictions: _______________________________________ 
Name of Person receiving animal at airport: ____________________________________ 
 
 
LIABILITY WAIVER AND RELEASE 
 
I, the above-named shelter/foster, do hereby waive any and all claims against, and release 
from liability, Pilots to the Rescue, and/or its directors, officers, members, employees, 
agents, representatives, volunteers, affiliates and assigns, including, but not limited to 



negligence that results in property damage or bodily injury arising out of the transport of 
my animal(s) by Pilots to the Rescue.  I further agree to indemnify and hold harmless 
Pilots to the Rescue, and/or its directors, officers, members, employees, agents, 
representatives, volunteers, affiliates and assigns, in the event that Pilots to the Rescue, is 
subject to legal action as a result of my activities as a shelter/foster.  I understand and 
agree that Pilots to the Rescue, through its volunteers, is solely responsible for 
determining if the transport cannot be completed due to weather or other factors, and I 
agree to hold harmless Pilots to the Rescue, for any losses or damages related to such a 
decision not to complete the transport.  I agree that all animals shall be transported in 
appropriate cages or other holding bins, and that all animals shall be accompanied by the 
necessary paperwork. 
 
I further agree that the shelter/foster named above is legally able to release the transport 
animal and all of its documents to Pilots to the Rescue, and the receiving entity.  I 
understand and agree that the volunteer pilot shall have final decision-making authority 
related to all aspects of the flight, including but not limited to delays and cancellations 
due to weather, mechanical or other problems.  In the event that the animal becomes ill or 
aggressive during the flight, I agree that the volunteer pilot shall have the discretion to 
divert the flight to the nearest airport and, if necessary, seek medical attention for the 
transport animal.  If the transport animal becomes too ill or aggressive to continue the 
flight, then I agree that the volunteer pilot shall have the right to terminate the transport. 
 
I understand that Pilots to the Rescue is a non-profit organization staffed by volunteers, 
and that it is my responsibility to inform them of any illness or injuries currently suffered 
by any transport animal.  If I fail to notify Pilots to the Rescue, and/or the volunteer pilot 
prior to transport of an illness or injury, then I agree that I am completely liable for all 
damages suffered by Pilots to the Rescue, the volunteer pilot, any passengers and/or other 
transport animals on the aircraft, as well as any damage to the aircraft itself.  If the illness 
or injury necessitates cleaning of the aircraft, then I agree than I am responsible for 
reimbursing the volunteer pilot and/or Pilots to the Rescue, as appropriate, for any 
cleaning and/or decontamination costs.  In the event that I am aware of an illness or 
injury to a transport animal, it is my responsibility to ensure that Pilots to the Rescue and 
the volunteer pilot are fully aware of the illness or injury, medications that the transport 
animal is taking, the name of the veterinarian responsible for the animal’s care, and any 
special instructions.  I understand and agree that I am solely responsible for providing 
any medications or other supplies needed during the transport of an ill or injured animal. 
 
Signature: _________________________________  Date: ________________ 
Print Name: _______________________________ 


